Introduction Let C be a non-empty set of real functions defined on
R, Sikorski in the paper [6] introduced the concept of differential space (see also [4] ). As is known \\2\ , an ordered pair (M,C) is called a differential space if C= (scC)j and then the set C is called a differential structure on the topological space (M,r ). (1) if (peU than <p is a homeomorphism of a set-D^er
It is known that if 11 is an atlas on the topological space .he definition of a subcartesian space accepted here differs from the corresponding definition introduced in [5] in xhat our definition does not demand the topological space (i..,r) to be Hausdorff. Let us observe that from our definition it results, however, that any subcartesian space is Let M be a subcartesian spaoe and let U be an atlas on M that is where U^ is a subcartesian structure on M. Put Proof.
It is sufficient to observe that the theorem on diffeomorphism wears a local complexion and that any subcartesian space is locally a differential spaoe of class
